Reverting chemoresistance of targeted agents by a ultrasoluble dendritic nanocapsule.
Malignancies treated by insoluble targeted agents show low dose exposure and therapeutic responses, therefore easily develop drug resistance. Nanoparticle-modified drugs might disrupt chemoresistance by increasing dose exposure and altering resistance pathways, as administrated via the intravenous route to maximize efficacy. Herein, we proposed a self-assembled nanocapsulation strategy to construct a nanocomplex with multiarm polymer and novel dendrimer series (MAP-mG3) for encapsulating insoluble inhibitors by nucleotide lock. MAP-mG3 delivering the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) inhibitor OSI-027 (MAP-mG3/OSI-027) showed higher loading capacity, enhanced solubility, controlled release, and increased intracellular tumoral accumulation. MAP-mG3/OSI-027, more efficiently than the free targeted agents, attenuated mTOR phosphorylation and inhibited growth of pancreatic cancer cells. In addition, MAP-mG3/OSI-027 reverted chemoresistance to OSI-027 in drug resistance pancreatic cancer by increasing intracellular dose exposure, as well as regulating ABCB1 expression and compensatory pathways. The optimized nanocapsulation design provides an effective strategy to engineer and reactivate insoluble targeted agents for chemoresistant applications.